INSPECTION PROCEDURE AND CHECKLIST FOR WEIGHT & MEASURES
Weight & Measures
1. Certificate should be prominently displayed for the information of the consumers.
2. In case of every weighing and measuring instrument should not have any wear and tear which
affects the sensitivity of the balance.
3. If it is cast iron weight, it should be in a proper dimension as prescribed under Rule.
4. Capacity Measures should not have any wear and tear.
5. In case of Petrol / auto and taxi fare meter, pumps, the stamping seal should be intact without
broken.
6. The cloth meter and dip rode of (tank lorry) should be stamped.
7. The validity of verification and stamping in case of ordinary Weighing & Measuring instruments
such as Beam balance, Cast Iron Weight, Meter bar, Capacity measures and Peg Measure shall
be valid for two years and the all other balances shall be valid for one year from the date of last
verification and stamping.
Dealer and repairer license in weighing & measuring instruments
I.

Dealer License
1. A dealership license obtained from the manufacturer to deal with weighing and
measuring instruments should be obtained by the company by the intended firm to
deal with these items other than ordinary weighing and measuring instruments.
2. Model Approval certificate obtained from the GoI for such weighing and measuring
instrument.
3. The application should be made in the prescribed format imposing all the above
informations.

II.

Repairer License
1. Should posses the education qualification of minimum ITI for such applicant which is
not applicable in case of present repairer (This Act / Rule came into force w.e.f 01st
April, 2011 in the entire country.
2. Should have a workshop to undertake the work of repairing of weighing and
measuring Instruments.

Package Commodity
1. Every manufacturer / packers of packaging items should be registered under Legal Metrology
Package & Commodity Rule, 2011 and Obtain a Packaging License for the sale.

2. All mandatory declaration such as name of the manufacturer / packer, items (ingredients in case
of finished goods), net weight, MRP, When Packed, Best before, etc. should be conspicuously
declared on the package for information.
3. The net content of the package should be between the margin of Plus + (Plus Minus) error as
prescribed.

